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MYSTIQUE 48 CC
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MYSTIQUE 48 CC
Built by Legends

Designed for the unforgiving waters of the North Carolina coast,
the MYSTIQUE 48 CC is the premier, best-in-class, sport fishing
vessel that compliments the finest concepts of the region’s
history-rich past with the latest in technological advances. With a
“fishing first” focus, the MYSTIQUE 48 CC also appeals to the family
with ample luxury, amenities, and styling.
With 100 years of combined expertise, Mystique Boatworks
designers and builders have a proven track-record of
constructing champion fishing vessels. Today, we are
revolutionizing the large center console market.
Industry veteran Keith Stevens came to Mystique with over 12
years of experience in marine manufacturing and management.
Keith partnered with boatbuilding icon Jim Luxton, best known for
co-founding Jarrett Bay Boatworks. Jim has since been involved in
the designs of numerous Custom Carolina sportfish. Rounding out
our leadership team is Brian Cooke who brings 16 years of marine
engineering and product development to Mystique.
VISIT MYSTIQUE BOATWORKS FOR A VIP TOUR!
311B Facility Dr., Morehead City, NC 28557
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BEAUTY.

The natural, sleek lines of the
MYSTIQUE 48 CC’s Carolina
flair, along with the tumblehome
curvature and sculpted
integrated bracket with gentle
turndowns create an artwork
masterpiece. This completely
unique boat, tailored to fit your
needs, will make you the envy
of all.

AWE.

The MYSTIQUE 48 CC is a fishing
boat built for fishermen. How
the angler uses the boat is
imperative to its design. We have
created a premium boat that
is fast enough to reach farther
fishing ground than ever before,
and returns the crew safely
back to the dock in comfort, and
feeling refreshed.

POWER.

The MYSTIQUE 48 CC is in a
class of its own, powered by four
Mercury Marine V12 Verado 600
horsepower engines—a total of
2400 horsepower capable of
propelling the craft to speeds
in excess of 60 mph. Contrarotating propellers maximize
thrust and ease low-speed
maneuvering.

MYSTIQUE 48 CC

Exceed your expectations on the turbulent
oceans with power and luxury.

LOA

48”

Max HP

2400 HP

Beam

Est Wt*

15’

30,000 lbs

Fuel Cap 600 std / 750 opt
Water Cap
Diesel Cap

Waste Cap
Livewells

75 Gal

25 Gal

20 Gal

40 Gal (x2)

* Weight is estimated for dry boat assuming typical configuration.
Optional configurations will affect final weight.
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